**batmand - Bug #12**

**batman r963 in openwrt fails at "can't flush routing rules - operation not supported"**

01/22/2008 01:02 PM - Anonymous
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**Description**

Using openwrt (ixp4xx), r963 fails to run at above mentioned (at linux/route.c - line 554) on startup, it works on x86 however. Is there some lib missing/mismatch ? Pls help thanks..

**History**

**#1 - 01/24/2008 07:46 PM - Marek Lindner**

- Status changed from New to In Progress

I would guess that you are missing a kernel option which enables full policy routing support. I looked for it but I couldn't find it. May be you should ask that question on our mailing list.

**#2 - 01/24/2008 07:57 PM - Marek Lindner**

update:

```
make kernel_menuconfig
Networking -> Networking options -> IP: policy routing
```

**#3 - 02/06/2008 03:59 AM - Marek Lindner**

- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

```
make kernel_menuconfig
make sure to activate:

Networking -> Networking options -> IP: advanced router
Networking -> Networking options -> IP: policy routing
```

**#4 - 03/26/2011 09:31 PM - Anonymous**

- Category set to batmand

**#5 - 02/11/2017 06:51 PM - Sven Eckelmann**

- Status changed from Closed to Rejected